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Trustees approve 11-percent hike

Fee increases approved, effective summer quarter
by Mary Dannemlller
editor

crement, and non-resident rates will
increase from $454 to $509 per quarter.

University students will pay 11 percent more in general and instructional
fees beginning summer quarter
following unanimous approval of the
increase yesterday by the University
Board of Trustees.
The boost in instructional fees for
graduate and undergraduate students
and the non-resident surcharge
reflects a 12 percent increase.
General fees were raised 8 percent
over last year.
Instructional fees for a University
undergraduate student will jump
from $273 a quarter this year to $306
quarterly beginning in the fall.
General fees will increase from $86 to
$94.
Graduate student instructional fees
this faU will be $440 quarterly, a $47 in-

UNIVERSITY PROVOST Michael
R. Ferrari explained before the increases were approved that when the
1980-81 budget was being put together
an assumption was made that the
University would be subject to about a
4 percent reduction in state instructional subsidies.
Coupled with the fact that there was
not an undergraduate increase in the
1979-80 instructional fees, it was
necessary to recommend a 12 percent
increase - 6 percent per year for the
biennium, all levied in the second
year, he said.
The 1979-81 Appropriations Act anticipated that instructional fees would
have to increase in the second year of
the biennium, he added.
With the instructional and general

fee hike and the $120 increase in
residence hall and meal plan fees approved by the trustees in March,
students in most University residence
halls will be paying $2,817 for three
quarters.
RESIDENTS OF Offenhauer
Towers, however, will owe the Bursar's Office $2,916 for the academic
year.
By approving the 1980-81 Educational Budget for the main campus,
the trustees set aside $3.2 million for
faculty and contract staff salary increases and $185,000 for graduate
assistant stipends.
The salary increment pool, when
distributed among continuing fulltime faculty and contract staff,
reflects a 10.4 percent base salary increase for each person. A $635,000 pool
will be used for promotion, inequity
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Iran responsible for the safety of the American hostages,"
Powell said. "The United States remains determined to obtain their safe release at the earliest possible time."
The Carter spokesman said, "I am not in a position to
provide additional information at this time." He said he
expected further announcements about 7 a.m. EST.
The White House statement began:
"The president ordered the cancellation of an operation
in Iran which was under way to prepare for a rescue of our
hostages. The mission was terminated because of equipment failure.
"During the subsequent withdrawal of American personnel, there was a collision between our aircraft on the
ground at a remote desert location in Iran. There were no
military hostilities, but the president deeply regrets that
eight American crew members of the two aircraft were
killed and others were injured in the accident.

IFC accepts administrative action
concerning exam investigation
hu man*
OMiin
by
Diane Rado
stall reporter

*^

The Interf raternity Council said at a
news conference yesterday that it supports the administration's actions in
the exam scam investigation, but
stressed that stolen exams and test
selling is an individual rather than a
fraternity issue.
In a statement completed and approved by the council's members
Wednesday, IFC said, "Whatever
wrongdoing may have occurred is
limited to a small minority of the student population. It is unfortunate that
the situation has become reflective of
the entire greek system."
"As of yet, no fraternity has been
charged in this issue, only in-

William R. Bess, director of
Campus Safety and Security,
was awarded last night the
William T. Jerome Award at
Student Government Association's annual banquet.
The award, which is given to
the administrator who has done
the most for students through
SGA, is named for former
University President William
T. Jerome who served from
1963-1970.
Dana Kortokrax, recently
elected SGA president, also was
named Senator of the Year.

Cloudy, chance of showers.
High 46 F (8 C), low 34 F (1 C),
40 percent chance of precipitation.

GRADUATE ASSISTANT stipends
will be hiked 10 percent with approval
of the new budget. The fee waiver
budgets also will increase to reflect
the instructional fee increases.
1980-81 budgets also were ratified General Fee
Main Campus
for the following areas: Educational
Beginning summer 1960
Budget for Firelands Campus
Beginning fait 1980
($1,769,520); General Fee and Related
Firelands Campus
Auxiliary Budgets; 1979-80 Revised
and 1980-81 Miscellaneous Auxiliary

Powell said the injured persons are expected to recover.
President Carter, who ordered termination of the mission, "accepts full responsibility for the decision to attempt the rescue," Powell said.
"The United States continues to hold the government of

SGA honors
Bess, Kortokrax

weather

INSTRUCTIONAL AND GENERAL FEE INCREASES
(Effective summer 1990)
Full-time rate
Hourly rate
197940 1980*1 PcL
1979-80 1980-81
instructional lee
U«def9f»duate
$273
$30
$306 12%
$27
Graduate
40
393
36
440 12 V.
Non-resident surcharge
454
45
50
509 12%

WASHINGTON (AP) - The White House announced
early Friday that a daring military effort to rescue
American hostages held in Tehran was aborted because of
"equipment failure."
A collision of two U.S. aircraft on the ground in an Iranian desert resulted in the deaths of eight crewmen, the announcement said.
A statement read to reporters by White House press
secretary Jody Powell said all Americans Involved in the
operation. Including an unspecified number of injured, had
been taken out of Iran.

Letters will be delivered today to organizations on a
waiting list for the purpose of
filling the Pi Kappa Alpha
House fall quarter, Wayne Colvin, director of residence life,
area four, said yesterday.
The fraternity house was
vacated March 18 when Dr.
Richard R. Eakin, vice provost
for institutional planning and
student affairs, ordered its
members to move because of
their alleged involvement in incidents including exam scam.
Colvin said the eight or nine
organizations on the waiting list
must have at least 46 members
to fill the Pike house. Information regarding the organizations' size and their desire to
move into the house must be
returned by April 29, Colvin
said.
Eakin said that if the
organizations on the waiting list
do not have enough members to
fill the house, the house will be
used as a residence dorm, an
honors dorm, or for another
purpose.
Colvin said the Pike fraternity cannot be placed on the
waiting list for on-campus housing until next year.

Remember fighting with your
little brother about everything
from TV shows to who would
wash the dog? Well, you have a
chance to amend those quarrels
by taking your sib to the Student Recreation Center's
"Space Spectacular" tonight.
Unlike last year's all-nighter,
today's activities begin at 7
p.m. and last until 3 a.m. Admission is free for University
students and 25 cents for "little
sibs."

Budgets ($8,785,643).
unanimously adopted.
In other business, unrelated to
budgets, resolutions congratulating
The May 8 meeting was cancelled
Olympic athletes Scott Hamilton, Ken and tentatively rescheduled for May
Morrow and Mark Wells were 22.

8 Americans die in attempt to
rescue hostages from Tehran

Groups to bid for
former Pike house

Rec center offers
Space Spectacular

adjustments, achievement and
special merit performances.
"While the 10.4 percent general adjustment (in salaries) is slightly over
the expected federal wage ceiling of
9.5 percent, the administration strongly believes that this increase is
justifiable in light of the 1979 inflationary rate of 13.3 percent," the
expense-outlook section of the budget
states.

_. . .

.

dividuals," Lance Mitchell, president
of IFC, said.
He added, "I think there are some
unfounded rumors on campus that the
issue is involving all fraternities."
HOWEVER, MITCHELL said he
knows of no independents that have
been involved in the exam scam situation.
Mitchell said he first heard about incidents such as stolen exams and test
selling at University President Hollis
A. Moore Jr.'s news conference
March 18-the day following city
police and Campus Safety and Security's search of three off-campus apartments and three on-campus fraternity
houses for stolen exams.
Concerning the administration's

^»

questioning of University students to
aid them in determining the locations
for raids or pinpointing individuals involved, Mitchell said, "If that's the
way they (the administration) best
feel they can handle it (exam scam)
then the IFC supports them."
But the administration has not approached IFC for information for its
investigation, Mitchell said, adding
that, "I haven't individually helped
the administration."
HOWEVER, D7C's statement says,
"We have met with the administration
and they have assured us that they
will cooperate with us just as we have
cooperated with them."
Following the news conference, Mitcontinued on page 4

Symmonds' attorney seeks court order
by Diane Rado
staff reporter

staff photo by Tim Westhoven
Aa most people ducked Inside yesterday, Jana Plnkley, Junior, bravely
peddled her bike through the braezeway between Moseley and University
halls In the teeming rain.

Robert H. Maurer, attorney
representing University student
James M. Symmonds, said yesterday
he will ask Wood County Common
Pleas Court to order President Hollis
A. Moore Jr. to reinstate Symmonds
to the University on May 9.
Symmonds, formerly of 303 Phi
Delta Theta, was suspended until May
9, according to a decision by the
University Appeals Board last Friday. However, Moore extended the
suspension on Wednesday until the
end of the quarter.
Symmonds was charged April 10
with one count of receiving stolen pro-

perty, a Universjty key, and suspended by the University April 11.
Maurer said he met yesterday with
Myron Chenault vice president of institutional contracts, and Toledo attorney John Mattimoe, external legal
counsel for the University, to discuss
Symmonds' extension and their interpretation of Section 3345.24 of the Ohio
Revised Code.
IT IS THIS section that Moore said
allowed him to extend Symmonds'
suspension despite the Appeals Board
decision.
"They (Chenault and Mattimoe) interpret it (the section) that the president has the ultimate power. I see it

that he has the right to suspend, but
after a hearing, the board's decision is
final," Maurer said.
"I don't look at it that way," Mattimoe said. "The president's decision
is final, the board's is advisory."
"Our view is that the code states the
final authority under the section is
with the president," Chenault said.
MAURER SAID in addition to requesting the court to order that Symmonds be reinstated, he will ask it to
make a decision on how to interpret
the section.
He said, however, that he has not
yet received an official notice that
Symmonds' suspension was extended.

But coupon book prices will increase

University food operations to extend grace period test
by Kim Van Wart
atalf reporter

Next Christmas, don't throw away
your meal coupons.
Fall quarter coupons will be accepted the first week of winter quarter
1981, and winter quarter coupons the
first week of spring quarter. University Food Operations Director James
Corbitt said.
"We want to test the seven-day
grace period for one more year before
making any permanent decisions con-

cerning it," he said.
Winter quarter coupons spent during the grace period this quarter
amounted to $13,807.50 in residence
halls and $371 in the snack bars, Corbitt said.
"This amount isn't significant
enough to affect our budget negatively," he added.
CORBnT SAID the economy seems
to be entering a recession.
"There is a definite tie between the
state of the economy and the decisions

students make in spending their
money," he said.
For this reason, fewer coupon books
may be sold, reducing income and forcing Food Operations to raise its
prices, he added.
Any increase in expenses can have
an impact on food prices, he said.
"The sale of extra coupon books
makes up for increases in raw food
costs, utilities and overhead costs.
"It is up to us to evaluate income
and expenses and predict food prices
along with other costs," he said.

TO COMBAT increased expenses,
the price of coupon books has gone up
7.2 percent for fall 1980, Corbitt noted.
The four-book meal plan wrll cost $220,
a $15 increase since this year, and
each additional book will be sold for
$44.
Students next winter quarter may
save their fall quarter coupons and
purchase less books subsequent
quarters, Corbitt noted.
"I presume that many students who
are informed of the grace period will
try to utilize it," he said.

This grace period, however, may
encourage students to buy extra
coupon books. Rick Haught, Resident
Student Association committee chairman said.
"WHEN THE quarter ends, a person will not have to throw away his
coupons, so he will not be worried
about having extras," he said.
Corbitt said, "I am in favor of any
program that will improve acceptability for students without detriment
to others."
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opinion
S/U recommendation
needs student voice

Students concerned only with themselves
Students, as well as most
Americans, are just too wrapped
up in themselves to realize that
strength is found in numbers and
they cannot survive independent of
concerns around the world.
As former United Nations Ambassador Andrew Young said in his
speech at the University on April 7,
the United States will have to wake
up and involve itself in the world
market before it can expect to survive as a nation.
If students expect to keep a voice
in what goes on at the University,
they better learn that the same
revelation applies here.
Almost every year a student
government is elected by a minority of the students on this campus
and this year was no different with
less than a 10 percent turnout.

There is a recommendation before Faculty Senate's
Academic Advisory Committee of which students
should be aware. One part of that recommendation would
change the number of S/U courses a student can take at the
University from 12 to four.
The basis of the recommendation, according to committee chairman Patricia I. Buckwell, is that students have
abused the S/U privilege in the past.
She claims that many students use the system to take
their hardest courses in their major without fear of a poor
grade.
More fuel for the discussion has come from Dr. Frank
Baldanza Jr., chairman of the Honors and Awards Committee, when he said many honors students did not get
honors because they took too many S/U courses.
These seem to be justified reasons on the surface. Many
students probably nave taken hard courses in their majors
THEN, THE following year,
as S/U, thereby completing college with a little less work students complain that the Student
Government Association doesn't
and a higher grade point average.
But the committee seems to be neglecting some impor- have any real authority, so why get
It sounds like a mad cirtant aspects of the recommendation - particularly the pur- involved.
to me.
E'se ofthe S/U system in the first place and the implemen- cleToo
many students refuse to
tion of the new recommended system.
Buckwell says the initial reason for S/U courses at the
University was to let students branch out from their majors and experiment with different classes without being
penalized with a poor grade.
Somehow being allowed only four S/U courses in four
years seems to defeat that purpose. With an average of only one S/U course a year, few students could experiment
with classes to a degree that would be beneficial.
Perhaps a reduction of S/U courses from 12 to eight
would be more fitting. It would give students the opportunities to experiment with classes (an average of two S/U
courses a year) and allow them to better plan each
quarter's schedule, a goal Buckwell says the committee
would like to see.
As for the honors students who failed to receive honors
credit because of too many S/U classes, it is a shame they
did not pay more attention to their own schedules or
receive more accurate counseling at the time so that any
missqd-honors problems could nave been avoided. It
should be assumed that honors students can count the
number of S/U classes they have enrolled in.
It seems students are being penalized not for any wrong
doing but because of loopholes in the present system.
Maybe a closer look should be taken at the policy that
allows students to take their major courses S/U.
Maybe a reduction is needed in the number of S/U
courses. But it seems that allowing eight S/U classes would
I—M.
permit academic freedom and still allow students to exI BOTTLE!
periment.
Any fewer than eight would undo most of the academic
freedom students already have. It just would not be worth
x
WU) YOUP12& %W
it.

letters,

Board's actions
forced by intimidation
This letter is in response to recent
letters by Tod Kenney and others
whose inane redundencies are not
even worth reading. The Student
Government Association's Elections
and Opinions Board has been the subject of a great deal of controversy
lately, most of it justifiable.
It should be pointed out though that

Sherry Creed, chairman of the elections board, is not the entire board.
She simply is its appointed chair and
spokesman. The board is comprised of
several members, including myself,
who are willing to talk with and listen
to the candidates or other interested
students regarding these matters.
Sherry's unavailability in the past
few days has been a result of these
problems; she has been spending
almost all of her time in meetings
with student leaders, administrators

respond.
If you would like to comment on something in the News or anything of
student interest, write to the News.
The letter or guest column should be typewritten, triple-spaced and
signed. Include your address and telelphone number for verification.
The News reserves the right to reject letter or portions of letters that
are in bad taste, malicious or libelous.
Address your comments to: Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106
University Hall.
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focus
Kevin Settlage
Stall reporter

believe that everyone is running in
the same circle. In other words, the
University's student population is
full of apathetic and egocentric individuals.
Granted, there is that small
minority of students that participate in the self-government process, but the American society has
forced a fight-or-die environment
onto students' lifestyle.
It is so important - paramount is
more like it - to succeed financially
in this society that no student has
time to consider the needs of a
friend. The need to make the grade
and be a leader of some organization, just for the resume, has forced
students Into escapist methods to
relieve or entertain themselves.
NO ONE can tell me that getting
drunk or high has ever helped

anyone understand his problems or
opened his mind to the concerns
around him.
Admittedly, not everyone has
had the opportunities to experience
another culture or to shape their
own destinies for a year. This can
lead to an intense awareness of
other people and their concerns.
Having studied in Europe for a
year, it is easier for me to preach
about the importance of global
politics and business.
But an awareness of world affairs could at least begin in the
schools.
IN THE MOST developed countries of the world, students are required to learn another language,
beginning as early as first grade.
The Russians learn how to speak
English. The East Germans learn
how to speak Russian. The West
Germans learn how to speak
English. And what are American
grade school students required to
learn? They learn just how perfect
George Washington and Thomas
Jefferson were and that the United

States is the global guardian of
justice with the inherent duty of
guiding world politics. (Talk about
indoctrination!)
Then, once at the university
level, many colleges drop the
language requirement - another
way for Americans to isolate
themselves.
THIS ALL seems to follow the "If
it doesn't concern me why should I
really care?" trend. But the problem is teaching the person that it
really does concern him. He has to
be taught an awareness that should
begin as an infant.
We as individuals have been told
too long that our single vote or our
single voicing of an opinion will
have no affect. This uncaring attitude will be our downfall internationally, nationally and even as a
student body.
I am not suggesting we all run out
and fight for a position in SGA, not
all students have the time. But a
simple conscientious attempt to
find out what's going on around you
and what you can do to influence
the issues is at least a start.

IT RKOUR UNCLE IW>? HE'LLJWJY MW; W'$\HMt$im,tUWtiJ

We realize that the $70, which is
and her board members in efforts to that I had to be out of town on election the salesman from Josten's Jewelers,
try to correct these problems - if not day but I am willing to try to help.) I who pushes his worthless, badly what he ended up paying for the ring,
possible for now, for future years.
wish the best to the newly elected designed class rings on unsuspecting went to charity. However, he wasn t
buying with a charitable heart but inIt has been mentioned several times SGA, and although the executive college students for outrageous stead
with a greedy, personal profit in
in The BG News that the problems board was elected on experience prices.
mind.
Being
poor
jewelry
majors,
we
atstem not from SGA, but from this par- along with tangible goals, I hope they
ticular board. However, the presence can rise above the student body's ex- tended the auction in hopes of
The most aggravating part to this
of SGA President Mike Zinicola and pectation of "just another clone donating what little money we had by whole charade was that "Mr. Josten"
purchasing 10 karat gold rings at could not even take time out from his
Student Representative to the Board SGA."
"affordable" prices. As the bidding money-making set-up to partake in
of Trustees Tom Washbush at the closed meeting concerning the campaign
Rick A. Haught began on a certain gold class ring, the "fun" of the bidding procedures.
violations seems to contradict this.
3364 S. Main St. "Mr. Josten" ran out from his table
In conclusion, we would just like to
These two have been an influencing
On-campns Mailbox 2205 and immediately stopped all students' say that next year, "Mr. Josten," you
possibilities of making a reasonable may only be able to find your new
factor, if not an intimidating one, to
bid on the ring by bidding a price of 50 "precious siladium rings," to bid your
SGA senators during every controverdollars. Then he casually walked back $70 on. What a buy for $70.
sial topic all year long. The fact that
to his table. His full intention - we are
they had the audacity to state that the
sure - was not to use it for the sake of
board was "leaning in a way that Tom
Diane Beal
and I didn't think they should be,"
learning, as was our intention, but to
Sarah Carr
(quote from Zinicola), is an insult to
After attending the bike auction last sell it to his company for his own pro101 Fine Arts Bldg.
the Elections and Opinions Board, the Wednesday, we were disgusted with fit
board structure of SGA and the intelligence of the entire student body. I
by Garry Trudeau
imagine this was the last opportunity DOONESBURY
these two outgoing executive officers
w&snu-Nor - —
mm NOIL
mm PIFFERsee? OUR. UECOULOHRETVhad to display their puppeteering act.
nou.omr.HOU EHCECOOLP
DOWAWWUR mfKANHQi
CHIUXeN TORS. 0H.imJN6.
One point in Tod Kenney's letter is
ANtnwAcme ""%££ COUWYOUEVER THAT MCE,
/mcsMHKOF OFCOHmme
HOLwim ToeeTHERwe
worth mentioning: that of senators be- I UJMANUKE
>»"*"* RESPECT90MB HARRY?.
PEOPLE IN THE
GneaxeADs.
KATH THAT COULPHAKB
m ormrr OHt.Am.Au.. UKEME?
I
ing elected by students who will be in
oa.HXJsm? -<^-'
EVERY CW.. ASTAHPI/S-,,
their district the following year,
rather than at election time. Our
board has considered this in the past,
but opted for the current process for a
number of reasons. First, it is all but
impossible to determine exactly
where all students will be living the
following year.
Secondly, the students currently
residing in each district are aware of
the issues that need to be dealt with by
mumwnesecm
the senators. Finally, this process
OF COURSE, A
ISTOSTAYtmVB>AHP ™~
would imply that seniors should be in6000HAIRPIECE
IUAS
Acm.mmiosom igSS. CANMAKEA
eligible to vote, since they won't be at
ABOUTTO
HASALUHYSBEEHIFKU /UUCT)
UORIPOFPIFSAY.
the University the next year.
THINK KUM5. XX/U LOOK 7*SK
FERENCE.TOO.
Although worthy of consideration,
-^_/ WNS/
/ ,S*
implementation of this procedure
would be almost as detrimental to
SGA as having a senator living outside
of the district that he or she
represents, which is strictly forbidden
by SGA's constitution.
Once again, I urge students with
questions, comments or complaints to
bring them to one of our board
members for a response. (I regret

Auctiongoers mad
at 'Mr. Josten's' act
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Re-evaluation of religious roots urged

briefs

Parish to make on-campus visits

International Week events

Choral-orchestra concert

In today's International Week 1980 events, there will
be a soccer tournament with teams from Ohio State,
the University of Toledo, l'Equipe de Futbal (Nates,
France) and the World Student Association at 3 p.m. at
the soccer field west of the Stadium. A "French
Cabaret" by the University's French students will be
performed at St. Thomas More church, 425 Thurston
Ave., today at 8 p.m. The soccer finals are tomorrow
at 11 a.m.

A spring choral-orchestra concert will be presented
at 3 p.m. Sunday in Kobacker Hall, Musical Arts
Center. The University's Collegiate Chorale, the A
Cappella Choir, the Symphony Orchestra, piano soloist
Virginia Marks and student vocal soloists will perform. Tickets are $2 for adults and $1 for students and
are available from the Musical Arts Center box office.

Eighth benefit Hike-Bike
The Wood County Association for Retarded Citizens
will hold its eighth annual Hike-Bike, which benefits
the association and other related Wood County
Charities. Registration begins at 8 a.m. at Wood Lane
School, 11160 E. Gypsy Lane Road.

Sydney Harris to speak
Nationally syndicated newspaper columnist Sydney
Harris will discuss "Societal Changes In America in
the '80s" at a Conference on Values sponsored by the
University Center for Personal Development tomorrow at 9 a.m. in the Alumni Room, University Union.
The conference is for faculty and staff.

Games training session

by Cralg Hyde

Swan Club to present 'Oz'
Today and tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in the Cooper Pool,
Student Recreation Center, the University Swan Club
will present a synchronized version of "The Wizard of
Oz." Tickets for the show can be purchased from Janet
Lowe at the intramural office in the rec center. Tickets
are $3 for adults, $2 for students and $1 for those under
12. Little sib tickets also are on sale for $1 if purchased
before the performance.

Workshop for single parents
"Single Parent Families," a workshop for separated
and divorced parents, will be presented at the
Children's Resource Center, 1045 Klotz Road, tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. The cost of the workshop is
$10, which may be waived if it poses a hardship. For information or to register, call 352-7588.

The Friends of The Link are holding a training session for those interested in becoming a referee for a
New Games Day program on May 3. Training consists
of learning the games and the safety measures and
will be held tomorrow from 1-4 p.m. Volunteers should
meet in the front lobby of the Student Recreation
Center. For information, call Marilee Boland at
352-7631.

The annual meeting of the Friends of the Wood County Library will be held Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the
library, 251 N. Main St.

Arts winners to perform

Management Club to meet

Winners of the 1980 University Creative Arts Program Concerto Competitions will appear with the
Creative Arts Youth Orchestra in its fifth anniversary
concert today at 8 p.m. in Kobacker Hall, Musical Arts
Center. The concert is free and public.

The Management Club will meet at 9:30 p.m. Monday in 112 Business Administration Bldg.

Music festival to be held

The University will have another chance to take on
the University of Toledo tomorrow at noon in a
"chicken eatoff at Brown's Chicken, across from
Southwyck Mall in Toledo. Representing the University in the eatoff, cosponsered by radio station WOHO,
will be basketball's Colin Irish, football's Mike Wright,
a cheerleader, members of the Interfratemity Council, Panhellenic Council and the Commuter Center.
Basketball star Harvey Knuckles leads the UT team.
Brown's will donate money to the scholarship funds of
both universities.

Original music by composers from throughout the
United States and Canada will be performed at the
University's first New Music Festival today and
tomorrow at the Musical Arts Center. About 30 compositions were chosen from nearly 500 entries for the
festival.
,Fqur concerts and a panel discussion and seminar on
electronic music are included in the schedule.

Look towards peace in all things.

Q: IrVhere can you drop in to talk about
contraception, stress, exercise, smoking
and relationships?

A: THE WELL, Room 220
Univ. Health Services Bldg.,
open afternoons, 372-0302.

Library meeting set

B.G. to meet U.T. in eatoff
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Vfalt Disney s

Pinocchio

Ph. 352-9378 at Piedmont Apt.'s
Cherry Wood Club
Office daily Mon.-Fri. &
Sat. afternoon in April
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make policy over, Africa has been ignored," Mowoe said.
"U.S. policy in Africa leaves a good
"The United States has no choice
deal to be desired, because American but to follow a foreign policy that best
policy-makers do not understand the serves their interests, so Africa
African personality or culture," said should force the issue" by threatening
Dr. Issac Mowoe, a Nigerian citizen to stop trade with the United States
and professor of political science at and support the Soviets.
Ohio State, who spoke at the Amani
"In 1978, America bought $50 billion
Room last night as part of African worth of imports from Africa. Africa
Week.
should say 'enough is enough, change
"If any country should have no dif- your policy or no trade.' Exxon, Texficulty in dealing with Africa, it should aco, and Union Carbide would be the
be the United States, because of its first to tell the government to quit suplarge black population. But, since the porting apartheid," Mowoe said.
policy makers know little of what they
The Soviet Union is no less im-

perialist than the United States, according to Mowoe, but "when Mom
won't give you money to go to the
movies, you usually go to Dad."
Mowoe expects that the majority of
African nations will not support the
American boycott of the Moscow
Olympics.
"When they (African nations) asked
to boycott the Montreal Olympics
because of South Africa's policy
(prohibiting black athletes from competing), they were told (by the United
States) politics and sports don't mix.
Now they're being told to mix politics
and sports."

Seniors to pledge funds for class park
Senior Challenge begins May 1 with
a banquet at the Bowling Green Country Club. A network of nearly 300
seniors will be contacting other
seniors on a one-to-one basis May 5-9,
with a telephone follow-up May 12-14.
June and December grads also will
This year senior students will be receive information in the mail.
pledging funds for construction of a
Seniors have three years to fulfill
1980 Class Park between Harshman
and Kreischer Quadrangles, Leader- the pledge with the first payment due
ship and Service Scholarships and August 1981. Seniors will not receive
donor-designated areas, according to any other alumni solicitations during
senior co-chairman Thomas A. a three-year period and also will
become a member of the Alumni
Washbush.
Remember when a graduating class
would purchase a class gift for their
university? Senior Challenge is the
contemporary counterpart and involves pledges instead of a one-time
gift.

Association if they pledge, according
to senior co-chairman Kelly A.
Bosecker.
In the 11 years of operation, seniors
from other classes have invested in
projects such as equipment for the
Student Recreation Center, 20th reunions, a book collection for the
Library and an environmental project.
"This is a way for seniors to show
their appreciation for the University,
and the significant importance it has
played in shaping their lives,"
Washbush said.
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6 30 p m - 'SMALL CLAIMS COURT: IS IT A
BIG DEAL?"
Paler Halleck, referee for the Bowling Green
Small Claims Court, will discuss the general
procedures of the court. He will also site examples of past cases and focus on landlordtenant problems. Campus Room, Union.

12:30 p.m - "CUISINE AND CONVIVIALITY.
REVISITED"
Food connoiseur and BGSU history teaching
lellow Ted Forsberg will review food spots in
Toledo during his annual presentation Commuter Center, basement of Moseiey Hall.
6 30 p.m-'KEEP THOSE WHEELS ROLLIN"
HPER professor Robert Beard will present a
slide show on bicycle trips and safety tips
Beginning at 7:30 p.m.. American Youth
Hostel touring leader, Jeff Yeager will donduct a bicycle maintenance and repair
workshop. BYOB Bring Your Own Bike and
tools-because there will be time to ask ques
tions and work on your own bike. Cosponsored by the Student Recreation Center
Racquet Room, Student Rec Center.

7:30 p.m -"FACE UP TO IT"
Judi and Brad Zwelllng from The Sun Hut will
weigh the pros and cons of artificial tanning.
Chuck Patterson. F 4 M Distributors in
Toledo, will talk about make-up buying tips
and the basic differences between retail and
wholesale stores. Alumni Room, Union

SUMMER WORK
A PLUS +
CALL FOR AN INTERVIEW
_,_

$997

rvMWeW

8:30 p.m--"ARE YOU IN GOOD HANDS?"
Dr Darwin Close, professor of finance and in
surance, will focus on auto insurance-the different types and what to watch for. A question and answer period about all types of Insurance policies will follow. 110 Business
Administration

11 am.-1 pm-'THE $6 BILLION SELL"
This short film, produced by the same people
who publish Consumer Reports magazine.
be shown continuously Side Door.
Union.

7:30 p.m •'■TRAVEL: FOR THE RICH ONLY?"
Hawaiian music and a short movie will
highlight this presentation by Marsha Chapman, travel coordinator tor AAA. Domestic
fares, flight Insurance and basic traveling
tips such as how to pack a suitcase will be
presented. Alumni Room, Union.

4:30 p.m - "DON'T LET FREDDIE FRAUO
YOU"
Attorney General's office representative and
supervisor of the complaints division Marsha
Muske will discuss consumer protection, including the Consumer Frauds Hotline. Muske
will focus on the services the Attorney
General's office can provide for the individual
consumer. Glsh Theater. Hanna.

I'E-R MONTH

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
WELCOMES THEIR
NEW SPRING PLEDGES

PRESENTS
FOR LITTLE
SIBUNGS
WEEKEND
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY

Julie Dryden

6:15-8:15 P.M.

Janet Slade

220 MATH SCIENCE
three tickets per I.D.
$1.00 each
;
Box Office Opens
One Halt Hour
Before First Show

by Stephen Hudak

Preferred Properties Co.
Houses, Apts., Efficiencies

CAN MAKE

DATE PARTY

Nigerian prof says African countries
have been ignored by United States

No. 1
MANAGEMENT

MAKE YOUR

SAE LITTLE SIS

Although weekend Mass attendence
at St. Thomas More Catholic church
often goes beyond 2,000 persons on the
average, Associate Pastor James
Bacik said he believes there is a need
to invite all inactive Catholics to reevaluate their religious heritage.
"Collegians have a tendency to lose
touch with religious roots," said
Bacik. "We are inviting them to get
back into the church."
During the week of April 27-May 3,
members of the parish staff will be
visiting residence halls and greek
houses. They will speak with students
and discuss dissatisfactions with the
past and opportunities for the future

of Catholic life.
cannot uphold the moral views of the
At the end of the week there will be a church; some are tired of the dull
special mass at 1:15 p.m. The mass masses; and some have simply drifted
will begin with absolution for those away.
who wish to begin going to commu"It's important to see the changes in
nion again. After mass there will be the church," Bacik said.
an opportunity for individual confessions.
"They (inactive Catholics) are
unaware of what's going on," he said.
BACK CITED several common "The contemporary Catholic church
reasons that people become stresses that each person should
discontented with the church.
develop his individual personalities
"The basic problem is built into our and gifts to the fullest."
basic culture," he said. "People have
Bacik said he believes that students
many choices in this culture, ranging will be pleasantly surprised at what
from being a devoted Catholic to hav- they will find in the contemporary
ing atheistic views.
Catholic church.
"Some are upset over overly
"There is a much more positive
religious training; some feel that they outlook these days," he said.

Kathleen Calzone

Lynda Francis

Fran Schulze
Katie Stefan
Cyndl Baxter

Jo»«nn

6:30 p m "BE YOUR OWN MASTER,
CHARGE IT!"
Barbara Lardmias from the Toledo Credit
Bureau will discuss establishing credit, the
tightening credit situation and how to obtain
credit cards Assembly Room McFal Center

Consumer
Awareness Week

Participants at each workshop and
lecture will receive a raffia ticket
good for one chance at tho 10speed.
The more workshops and lectures
you attend, the better your chances
of winning.

Is Sponsored By The

The winner will be drawn during Happy Hours on Friday.

Student Consumer Union
405 Student Services
372-0248

£
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Workshops to highlight Consumer Week

CASEYS
OJUCINAL

HAMBURGERS
1025 N. MAIN

$ DON'T STRIKE OUT
|!LINE UP FOR THE WEEK
■ ■■CUP THIS COUPON.--^

i

f---CUP THIS COUPON'-FREE
FISH-FIL-A

FREE
SINGLE
TWO SINGLES

\>'CASETS

\ CASEYS
Expir

B MuESaau
* —— — ' Expirm 'VMOm
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f--'CLIP THIS COUPON---

— ™ CUP THIS COUPON--"^

20* OFF
ANY BOWL OF CHILlJ
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I
VEGETABLE SOUP '

I--.

IFC

with purchaBr of
„;. FISHFIL-A

mlth purchtme of

15* OFF
ANY FROSTED
V CASEYS
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J

Expral'S/2/W
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The second annual Consumer Awareness
Week, April 28-May 1, will attempt to enlighten
students about topics such as suntanning,
traveling insurance, small claims court and
other problems students are confronted with ticcording to Jean Lupica, director of the Student
Consumer Union, which is sponsoring the event.
Monday's events include a workshop titled
"Small Claims Court: Is It A Big Deal?" It will
feature Peter Halleck, referee for the Bowling
Green Small Claims Court, who will explain the
basic procedures of the court.
"This workshop will be beneficial because
students are unaware of the small claims court
and how to go about filing a complaint," Lupica
said.

i 2 BO

There also will be a lecture titled "Face Up
To It."Brad Dwelling of The Sun Hut, will
discuss the pros and cons of tanning by artificial
light, and Chuck Patterson of F & M
Distributors in Toledo will give makeup buying
tips.
ON TUESDAY, Marsha Chapman, travel
coordinator for the American Automobile
Association, will discuss domestic airplane
fares, flight insurance and basic traveling tips
in a presentation titled "Travel: For The Rich
Only?"
One of the programs Wednesday will be "Are
You In Good Hands?" Dr. Darwin Close, professor of finance and insurance, will discuss the

On Thursday, Marsha Muske, a representative from the Ohio Attorney General's office,
will discuss consumer protection in a presentation titled "Don't Let Freddie Fraud You." It
will include information about the Consumer
Fraud Hotline and what the attorney general's
office can do for the consumer.

(rom page 1

chell said he never thought why the
administration did not question IFC
for information.
He added that he did not' know very
well" the individuals who have been
charged by police or suspended by the
University."
IFC considers the Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity to be in good standing and
fully supports it, Mitchell said during
the conference.
THE FRATERNITY was ordered to
move off campus on March 18 because
of past involvement in a combination
of incidents including the exam scam
situation.
"We will support the Pikes," Mitchell said. "What kind of support they
want is their decision."
He added that it was net his place to

comment on the harshness of the administration's decision to order the
Pikes off campus, but said that
students should have had a greater input on the decision.
"I WOULD applaud IFC for its leader-

ship and its willingness to take this
public stand in support of the ideals of
the University and the pursuit of its
mission," Dr. Richard R. Eakin, vice
provost for institutional planning and
student affairs, said.

Support
Your

American
Cancer I
Society f.
We want to

cure cancel
in your lifetime-

Drink Specials J|
Nightji

Hadagee Theatre
Croup

different types of automobile insurance.
Also on Wednesday will be a workshop called
"Keep Those Wheels Rollin,' " in which Health,
Physical Education and Recreation professor
Robert Beard will present a slide show on bicycle trips and safety tips. American Youth
Hostel touring leader Jeff Yeager will conduct a
bike maintenance and repair workshop.

presents

$

OOFF

o^ANY 16" TWO OR MORE ITEM PIZZA

2 A17BGB

LTR BOTTLE OF PEPSI

A »ll» "*v.« kWIlM t*** -

NO COUPONS ON THIS SPECIAL
lo* *
ALL YOU HAVE TO
DO IS JUST ASK FOR IT
FAST FREE DELIVERY 352-5166.

UAO CAMPUS FILMS' SPECIAL
PRESENTATION FOR LITTLE
SIBLINGS WEEKEND

2 Final Fremont Performances

of

More Entertaining Than Humanly Possible!

Kennedys
Children
by
Robert Patrick
Sun. April 28 8:00

Monday
April 28

Mon. April 29 8:00

$3.00

Leave from the
Union.

Uptown Bar

2forl

Z^D
Busses running from 8-10 p.m. Busses
home too! Bus ride free and admissum
free with B.GJi.U. I.I). Refreshments
served on bus.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
6:00-8:00-10:00 p.m.
210 MATH-SCIENCE Three tickets
per ID $1.00 each Box Office opens
one half hour before first show

AN OPEN LETTER TO INACTIVE CATHOLICS
DEAR INACTIVE CATHOLIC,

PIZZA

MONDAY
(PAGLIAIS EAST ONLY)

Monday, 5 to 8 at Pagliai's East, get a
pizza free when you purchase another
pizza of equal or greater value.
(Sorry, no delivery. Pick-up or eat-in only.)

on

Coupons not useable on specials
iOUIrJ
UM.Gwrt
win*

SPRING SPECIAL

Shorts 1/2 price

*

Are you still upset over your religious training** We invite you to discuss
in a open and informal atmosphere some of those gripes with the Statt of
St. Thomas More at the Newman Center, 425 Thurstin on Wednesday April
30th at 8:30 p.m. We also will be available In the residence halls for private
conversation or small group discussions Check the Green Sheet for
times and places under "Catholic Outreach Discussions.
Do you feel dissatisfied with your religious life or alienated from the
Church over moral issues? We invite you to come to a specia1 mass of
reconciliation on Sunday. May 4th at 1:15 p.m. in the St Thomas More
Chapel.
If you are not ready to make this step now we hope you continue to
make prayer and the positive lessons of your training real in you life.

The Staff of St. Thomas More

352-7555

Secretaries
Week

Save gas & money!!
Ride a Bike!
SCHWINN
The moit famous name
in bicycles are now
ready for your warm
weather enjoyment.

BIKE & LAWNMOWER STORE
-4- 102 W. PoeRd.'353-8323 *

••••••••<

PRESENTS
MUSIC OF THE 80s
NIGHT

Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

Featuring The New Wave Sound
Plus A Costume Contest With Prizes
Saturday April 26th
9-1:00 A.M.
SIDE DOOR OF UNION 50°
COME ON AND DANCE
Day Service

WITH THE PURCHASE OF MATCHING TOPS
AT REGULAR PRICE
CHOOSE FROM ASS1'STYLES AND COLORS
FRISAT ONLY

The Powder Puff

Often Available -Phone First

352-7031

LOCAL TALENT
AUDITIONS
MONDAY APRIL 28
7-11 P.M. FACULTY LOUNGE
UNION. SIGN-UP NOW IN
UAO OFFICE TO SHOW
OFF YOUR TALENT!

SHOP HOURS «OO MO Ml
I19S3 KRAMER ROAD
60WUWG &RCCM.OHIO
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elsewhere
Meanwhile, hostages enter 174th day

West's oil could be cut off if U.S. mines Iran's ports
By The Associated Press

Iran threatened yesterday to cut off
the West's vital Persian Gulf oil
lifeline if the United Sates mines Iranian ports.
"We shall close the Persian Gulf at
any price," Foreign Minister Sadegh
Ghotbzadeh said in an interview with
Iranian radio and television.
He did not say just how the Iranians
might try to halt the supertanker traffic out of the gulf, which accounts for
some 60 percent of all world oil exports. But if they succeeded, it would
abruptly cut off 10 percent of the
United States' oil, and higher proportions for Western Europe and Japan.
The threat came as the Iranians
edged closer to the Soviet Union
economically in the face of growing
Western pressure to win the freedom
of the U.S. Embassy hostages.
THE SOVIETS confirmed they
would open their highway system to

increased Iranian traffic if President
Carter orders a blockade of Iranian
seaports, and they announced they
were resuming suspended negotiations to buy Iranian natural gas.
The war in rebellious Kurdistan
raged on, meanwhile. A Turkish
newspaper report told of hundreds
killed in attacks by the Iranian air
force, and a Kurdish group appealed
to world organizations for help.
In Tehran, the 50 American
hostages enter their 174th day in captivity.
PRESIDENT CARTER said last
week military action would be the
next U.S. option if economic and
diplomatic pressure by America and
its allies did not lead to the hostages'
release.
The principal tactic under consideration is a sea blockade, most
likely by mining Iranian ports.
Iran and six Arab nations - Iraq,

Coming
April 30-May 3

&i i

Third World Theatre's

The Zaire Mark
by John Scott

Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Qatar
and the United Arab Emirates - ship
their oil out through the Persian Gulf,
which narrows down to a 20-mile-wide
bottleneck at the Strait of Hormuz.
IRAN borders the strait and controls three strategic islands at its entrance. Iran's relatively wellequipped navy presumably could try

WASHINGTON (AP) - Republican
White House press secretary Jody
John B. Anderson became an indepen- Powell said it was too early to predict
dent candidate for president yester- the impact of an independent Anderday, appealing for the support of son candidacy on President Carter's
voters so disenchanted by the pro- bid for re-election. Neither would he
spect of a Carter-Reagan choice this say whether the Carter campaign
fall that they might stay home on would go to court in an attempt to
Election Day.
keep Anderson's name off the
November ballots.
In Austin, Texas, Republican frontABANDONING HIS 10-month-long
runner Ronald Reagan said there was
"a terrible possibility" that Ander- quest for the Republican presidential
son's reborn candidacy might throw nomination at a news conference at
the November election into the House the National Press Club, Anderson
of Representatives.
said:
Reagan said he was not seriously
"There is current statistical
concerned it might happen, but if it evidence that virtually one-half of
did - with Democrats holding the ma- potential voters are dissatisfied with a
jority in the House - "it's pretty ob- choice between President Carter and
vious what would happen."
Ronald Reagan."

Typeset Resumes
In 4 Hours
352-3538
20 Free Copies
With This Ad

_
,
8 p.m.
For ticket
Daily Box
information:
Office Hours
372-2719
9 a.m.-5 p.m.

The Moslem militants holding the

hostages demand return of the exiled
Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi to
Iran to face trial. Iranian President
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr has indicated
that U.S. concessions short of the

midsummer.
The nine European Common
Market nations and Canada are
threatening a near-total trade embargo against Iran in mid-May. The
Norwegian government joined in that
threat yesterday. Portugal has
already ordered an embargo, and
Australia and Japan have announced
some restrictions on Iranian trade.

shah's extradition might suffice. The
Iranians say a decision on the issue
must await the convening of the new
Iranian Parliment, possibly not until

Anderson calls it quits as Republican candidate

The Resume Machine®

Main Auditorium

to blockade the strait. But, in addition,
Western strategists have said that a
few well-placed sunken ships could bring the supertankers to a halt, and the
Iranian revolutionary leaders also
have threatened recently to instigate
anti-Western rebellions by oilfield
workers in the Arab countries.

The Illinois congressman said he
would seek to "broaden the choice
available to millions of potential
voters who simply do not participate
in party primaries and caucuses."
HE SAID he believes he can attract
many Americans who would otherwise sit out the general election and
not vote for either major party
nominee.
Anderson repeatedly disputed contentions that an independent candidacy will make him a spoiler who
could not win, but might give the election to one of the two major party
nominees.
Aides said Anderson would begin his
independent run for the White House
with appearances in New York City;
Atlanta; Charleston, W. Va.; Detroit;

CONGRATULATIONS

I
I
I
I

LAURA LEWIS
For Being Tapped Into Mortar Board

FROM The

Lansing, Mich.; and Boston, starting
this weekend.
THE 58-YEAR-OLD Anderson,
making his announcement with his
family at his side, said that starting
immediately his campaign will be
completely financed by private contributions. He estimated it would take
between $10 million and $12 million to
sustain "a credible effort" through
November.
He said $307,000 in federal matching
funds awarded him as a Republican
candidate would be returned to the
Treasury.
Although the two major party candidates will receive $29.5 million each
to run their general election campaigns, there is no provision for
federal aid to independent candidates.

MARTY WILSON
Top driver in Bowling Green,
I delivered over $5,000 worth of
pizza in the last two weeks.
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• Apollo Roller Skating
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* It Came From Outer Space <k*k

* Space Stomping (Dancing) and Contest
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* Space Invaders Tourney
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* Space Raffle Drawings
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CALL:
ALBERT NEWLOVE
352-5163

* Relays, contests, and prizes
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SUMMER
APARTMENTS

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
MIDNIGHT SHOWII
BOXOFFICE OPENS
11:4Sp.m.
SHOWTIME 12 01 ■ m
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Ribald. Risque Freshmen in
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CLASSIFIED |
INFORMATION
To
place
a
classified ad, come to
106 University Hall
between 8-5, Monday
thru Friday.
As ofMay 1st all individual classifieds
must be prepaid. The
deadline for placing
ads is 4 p.m., 2 days
before publication.
Charge per Insertion
•30 cents per line,
per day
•3 line minimum-approx. 25 spaces a
line
•Boldface 50 cents
extra
•Phone 372-2003 for
further information.

classified
LOST A FOUND
Men's brown wallet

lost

McDonalds on E Wooster,
ntgnt Reward Call 352 9357.

near
Fri.

Found Abandon All-Pro bicycle.
Call to describe 35? 8172
RIDES
Ride needed to Indiana Univ or Indianapolis area Will help with gas
Call Candy 35? 3131
SERVICES OFFERED
Western Reserve Screen Print
(WRSP). a Cleveland based Co. &
Alvin Carr oflers BG the best
T shirts tor lowest prices. 357 «_503_
Pregnancy Aid & Understanding
EMPA 353 7041 & 35? 3143
Same Day Typesetting Service On
Most Jobs. Bring Us Yoor Reports,
Indexes. Manuals, Forms, Programs, Bulletins and Resumes. 41
Type Faces Available. Call the
Flatlands Trader Newspaper:

357 35U.
Abortions to 15 weeks. Lowest
Fees Call Akron Women's Clinic
toll Iree 1800 362 9150.

SIGMA CHI
ANNOUNCES
ITS NEW P.W.
MEMBERS

PERSONALS
HEY ALPHA PHI'S: BEENE
JEANS. LEVIS WRANGLERS
HIS
DITTO
DIANEVON
FURSTEN BURG.. THE SAE'S
CAN'T WAIT FOR OUR TIGHT
JEANS A TIGHT T-SHIRT PARTY TONIGHT! SIGMA ALPHA

MIKE GRIFFIN
BRAD MEFFERD

PHI! P.S. WE'VE HEARD THAT
RUPPERT
IS
ALREADY
SLIDING INTO HER TWO SIZES
TOO SMALL JEANS!'!!!!) SELP
PINTCERE!
GOING TO KENTUCKY DERBY?
I need a ride Will share expenses.
Barb 35? 7041
Send a friendly white flower to a
fantastic friend. UAO May Day
Flower Sale April 2130. U Hall
Foyer.

STAMVM

Cinema fl<£

Ruta, Happy 22nd Birthday & Good
Luck on your Senior Recital I Fill.
To Cindy Thomas 350 Ashley.
Hockey fans admire from AFAR
NOT over the phone
Thanks
anyway. Barry, Brian, Kim,
George.
Vlckl SchehlGood Luck with
Cheerleading tryouts. We know
you can do HI Love, The P2'».
Hey Ellie
U C & J w

Leave Redbud alone.

"THE HOG IS HERE!!!!"
Russ Hey Man Congrats on your
DTD AGD engagement. It must
have been the Robinhood & Jack
Darnels. Delts.
_________^_
Jack Thanks for our discussion &
for leveling with me. I was wrong
it was me who needed to do some
growing up. Friends? Kym.
Beaver, is it love or is it Memorex?
Love, Tim, Dave. Jon, Mike, Mark
a, Lyie.
Dee The drinks are on me. We can
get them for tree. But If not, don't
worry I'll pay You're one special
friend, who'll I'll have 'til the end &
to you I wish a grrreat day! Happy
21st Love, MB
Attention (Dr.) Laura Trombino:
Here ye, here ye, let it be known:
thai the tenants of Apt. C do hereby
make one final statement on your

DONT LET THE TIGHT MARKET

—,_

PUT THE

^*

behalf. . You did one hell of a
job!!! Congratulations We're pro
ud of you, Blno! Love, Terri & Cin
OY

They're coming to take you away,
h,» ha Insanity^

ON YOUR PLANS!!!
BOOST YOUR FINANCIAL
SITUATION 77 IIS SI IMMER
STUDENTS MADE

$997

Lil Chri Berry: I'm glad you're
now complete. Getting that pin was
quite a feat. Congrats! Love, Big
"D" P.S. Squeak, Sou—k.
Extend your weekend with WFAL
at Renee's Mon. April 28. ROCK
NIGHT
680 AM

Per Month Last Summer
SUMMER WORK INTERVIEWS
Today 10 a.m.. 1 & 4 p.m.
Capital Room 3rd floor. Union

WINTHROP
NORTH-SOUTH-SUMMIT
TERRACE
APARTMENTS
for
SUMMER or FALL
SWIMMING POOLS
LAUNDRAMATS
MOST UTILmES PAID
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

Linda, Thanx for Sat. nite. It was
toooo nice PWA! Stoney
plications tor Fall 1980 81 Applica
lions can be picked up in Room 405
Student Services. Applications
must be In by May 5,1980.

TACOS A MARGUERITE' NITE
AT UPTOWN
TONITE, April IS, 4-7:30 p.m. $1.00
at the door, all the tacos you can
eat! OLE'!!

MB. your Alpha Gam Sisters are
proud of you. Congrats on your new
photography position.
TO COOKIE

MONSTER

QUIT!

T'AMO BABE.
PARTY with WFAL at Renee's
Mon. April 28. Bus service with
refreshments WFAL the AM that
isn't!
,
CHI CRI CM* CHI
Amos Way
Kosto.

To Go!

Good

Luck,

Sports Car Club of America
Drivers' School Saturday, April 26.
1980 Woodville Mall Parking Lot,
Toledo. Registration 900 a.m.
School 10:00 a.m. Call Jim Susko,

H

*PP_y_2I*t Birthday! Love«_G_erry

Part time positions waiters A
waitresses, must be avail from 7
am to 2 pm. Apply in person. Cor
ner Kitchen 183 S Main.

Happy Birthday to you
Happy Birthday to you
Happy 20th Julie Welhorn
Hope it's a good one for you.
Love, Your Roomie
ADP.
BASKETBALL
MARATHON CHAMPS
Con
gratulations on your 83 3 Victory.

HEY ALPHA PHIS-CALVIN
KLEINS, SKINTIGHT T-SHIRTS,
GLORIA VANDERBILTS, NO
BRAS, CHIC. GET PSYCHED
FOR OUR SIGMA ALPHA PHI
JEANS A T-SHIRT PARTY FRI

Love, your Phi Tau Coaches.

WANTED
M. rmte. for rest of Spr. Qtr. in

OAYII

house. $125. Call Larry 352-0821.

Get ready Kappa Sigs! The Star
dusters are gonna party hearty
with you tomorrow night!!

12 F. rmtes. to share apt. close to
campus A furn. Call 372 5175.
1 F. rmte. needed for 80 81 Fall
Qtr university Village Apts. Call

SARAH I DREAM OP GENIE'S
IN
YOUR
LIGHT
BROWN
GARAGE!) LOVE ALWAYS,

Sharie 372 4788.
F needed to share apt. next year.
$94 mo. A elec. 2 bath, dishwasher,

YOUR DOORBELL LEW.

1 blk. from campus. Kim 354 1593

Sig Ep's: Put on your topsiders &
buttondowns for the preppiest time
m town Love, the DZ's.
Good Luck Marybeth Miller this
weekend in the dance marathon!
We're with you! Love, The DZ's.
Good Luck Margo & the rest of the
girls with the show. Go For Itll
The Beta 500 is lots of fun & the
ALPHA XI DELTAS are ready to
run & when it's ail over we'll be
NUMBER ONEI
lor the BETA!!
Alpha Xi Delta.

We're psyched
The Sisters of

Andea & Julie say Alabama here
we come. Look oul teams, we're
here to win. 1 know it doesn't

1 or 2 F. rmtes. needed 80 81 sch.
yr. 6th St. Apts. Call Judy 2 1722 or
Betsy 2 12??.
1 M. needed to Summer sublet of tic
apt. Great location, 824 E. Wooster.
AC, Avail, for first or second
5 weeks summer school sessions,
or for entire summer. Free rent for
the exchange of a few hours a week
of writing. Must be a good writer
Call 352 1239,
1 4 girls needed to summer sublet
house. Avail, after Spr. Qtr. 2
bdrms., price negotiable. 328 N.
Prospect Call 3S2 1739 or 35? 6263
1 or 2 F. rmtes. needed for Sum
Qtr Call Debt at 352 6297
1 F. rmte. needed 1 1/2 blks. from

P Thank you too! You're terrific I

Car pool avail from BG. Call
BOGARTS 1 599 5781 alter 7 p.m

WHY
SUFFER
THROUGH
ANOTHER FRUSTRATING SUM
MER? IF YOU WOULD LIKE AN
OPPORTUNITY TO TRAVEL A
MAKE $3000 THIS SUMMER, WE
STILL HAVE A FEW POSITIONS
AVAILABLE. INTERVIEWS TO
DAY 10 AM,
ROOM, 3RD
NEED TO
PLEASE BE

I A 4 PM CAPITAL
FLOOR, UNION. NO
DRESS UP, BUT
ON TIME.

Student with car for yard work.
Call 686-4527 after I p.m.
RESUME TYPESETTING
1 or 2 pages $15.00
Includes 20 free copies 357 3538.

FOR SALE
Grinnell Bros piano 352 5271 exl
284, ask for Russ
1972 Pontiac Lemans. Good cond
$500. Call 823 5621
'73 Catallna. PS, PB, AC, clean,
8 track, call Kevin 7 30 10 30 p m
352 8158, $805, runs on reg gas.
1973 Dodge Challenger, V 8, auto,
PS, PB. AM-FM, cruise 25 MPG.
highway, top cond. throughout In
quire 415 E Court St rear
Advertise Your Unwanted Items
For Free In The Flatlands Trader
Newspaper. Pay A Commission
Only If Your Item Sells. Call
352 3538. 75,000 Readers Weekly!
Garage Sale 801 8th St. this Fri ,
Sat. A Sun. 10 6 New backgammon
games, pool cues, socket sets A
more. Used tires, clothes A misc
items.

FOR RENT
Summer furn. 2 bdrm apts 521 E
Merry near Otfenhauer Towers
$400 entire summer John Newlove
Real Estate 352 6553.
Apt 7 bdrm furn Util paid. Call

357 7356

rhyme, out good luck at Nationals.
MEW the CAT.

ca rn

874 Sixth St. Modern 2 bdrm apts
AC Now renting for Summer. $400

Send a blue daisy to your secret
love UAO May Day Flower Sale.

bdrm $60 mo. A utfl. 311 N. Pro

A elec. for entire quarter
352 5161 or 352 4966

TAKE

A

RAINBOW

TRIP OVER THE
Ottoviiie HS presents

"The Wizard Of Oi" Sat. A Sun.
night-Tony Miller, Director. If you
thought Pink Floyd is weird, wait'll
you see this!
Forget them not! UAO May Day
Flower Sale U Hall April 21 to 30.

_ PJuV f?° m<> 354 1398.
1 F. rmte. needed Sum qtr. Own

soect. Call Jtannle 354 1175.
M. rmte. needed for 80 81 sch. yr.
$100 mo. Call 372 5542.
1 rmte. M. or F. for summer. $112
mo Call 352-0881.
1 or 2 M. or F. rmtes. needed for 1
bdrm apt for Fall Qtr. Call John
352 7689.

Call

2 bdrm deluxe furn apt. avail
May 1st Sept. 15. 352 1730 or
352 5661
2 bdrm unfurn. apis. 4 man. 9 1/2
lease, $310 mo. 1 vr. lease $260 mo
includes heat A cpooking. 352 4380
641 3rd St *4

The Pink Panther Returns to the

F. rmte. for 80-81 school yr. Call

Student Services Forum, Saturday
at midnight.

352 0992 Leslie.

2 bdrm. apt Univ. village, AC,
Summer, through next year. $234
mo 35? 1453

F needed to share apt. with I F. A
2 M. next year. Close to campus.
372 4829 or 372-1169.

Apt. to sublet. Summer, furn , l
bdrm University Lane, close. Lin
da 352 1462. $185 mo. plus util

F. rmtes. needed for house. Sum
merQtr. only Across from Dlno's.
4 bdrms Call 35? 3745

STUDENT APARTMENTS

Querido Senor Escot Tomas,
Llevar una corbata,
Oue cosa mas rare.
Pero preparate.
Para divertlrte.
Vamas a borracharnos,
Hasta que tienen que llevarnos
A la case dormlr
(o jugar cuelquieras!)
un abrazo y un besito,
tu espanoUta.
Flea Mkt April 76 & 27. hours 9 6
Jr. Fair Bldg. BG. Free admission.
Over JO dealers.

2 or 3 M or F rmtes. for summer A
8081 school yr. Very reasonable
rent. Call 352 3745.
Summer: 3 people needed for 3
bdrm. apt. 1 blk. from campus.
Low rent, all util. pd AC 372 5767
RESUME TYPESETTING
l or 2 pages $15.00
Includes 20 free, copies 357 3538.

DRINK Specials. WFAL

Marianne My roomy, sister &
friend Thanks for all the help &
understanding this year esp. thru
Rush. You're the greatest babe!
DZ love? and mine, Judy. P.S. K &

WHILE GM A OTHER COM
PANIES ARE LAYING OFF,
WE'RE HIRING STUDENTS FOR
THE ENTIRE SUMMER. AVG
EARNINGS $2997. STUDENTS
LOOKING FOR A GREAT SUM
MER A WILLING TO RE
LOCATE, CALL 352-8854 FOR IN
TERVIEW TIMES.

Doug. Dan, Goob, Laura, Debbie,
Karen, Kelly, Taru A Hef, Gloria,
Cheryl, Judy, Mary, Apts 5 A 6,
Skeehart, Janet, Carolann, Shane.
Southside, Marsy, Sue, Chuck A
Missouri, my crazed next door
neighbors A everyone else. All I
can *ay is thanx for all the help.

tivesfj

Sports Car Club of America
Autocross Sunday, April 27, 1980
Woodville Mall Parking Lot,
Toledo. Registration 10:00 a.m.
Timed Runs 1115 am Call Jim
Susko, 1 435 3884.

Immediate opening for full or part
lime hair dresser Ph 353 4331

Need neat, personable people over
21 for waitress/waiter positions

Alpha Delt Spring Pledges:
Welcome! We know you'll grow to
love ADPi as much as we do! LA
L, Winter Pledges (almost ac

\*sm±

HELP WANTED

Congratulations Dave Seldel on be
ing elected Kappa Sigma Lil Sis
Advisor once again! We love you,
Dave! The Starduslers.

Dave (Wess)

LONNIE Congratulations on being
elected Beta Alpha Psi President A

FASHION BUG has the largest
selection of swlmwear in town!
Traditional suits as well as French
cut maillots A string bikinis prints
& solids starting at $9 99. Bobbie

Rmte. needed $125 mo. A deposit.
Util. paid. Ph. 354 1466.

Brooks. Sassafrass, Robby Len &
more.

yr. Own bdrm A 1 blk. from cam
pus $115 mo includ util 352 7904_

Dixie Electric Co

§

%•■ I nlrtt«nimriil I t.hu

l> RES EM*

Right Out of Columbus!
With Special Guest Mark Haines

MONDAY, APRIL 28th

1

F.

rmte.

Spr.

Qtr.

$110 mo.

Maurer Green Apts Call 352 7842
1 F. rmte. needed for 80 81 school

1/2 BLOCK OFF CAMPUS. FALL
A SUMMER LEASES, 2 BDRM
FURN. 352 4671, ASK FOR TOM
831 7th St. furn. 2 bdrm. apts. All
util turn, except elec. Silverwood
Bldg. Summer or Fall. John
Newlove Real Estate 352 6553
2 furn. houses avail, for summer 3
bdrm. close to campus
Call
352 7163 after 5:30pm
Apts., houses A rooms Near cam
pus. Summer rentals
Reasonable rates 35? 7365.

only.

Summer leases. 2 bdrm. furn $390.
2 bdrm. unfurn. $350 for complete
summer 352 4380 641 3rd St *4
2 bd unfurn. 9 mo. lease, $310 mo
12 mo. lease, $260 mo Close to
campus Call 352 4380

SIGMA CHI CONGRATULATES
NEW SPRING PLEDGES
SCOTT BOGUE
BILL BILLITER
JOHN McCORMICK
JEFF DORNER
NORM VOJIR
BRYAN BARR
NEIL NUTTER
JIM SCHULZ
JOE SCHIRRIPA
ALLEN SCOTT
DAVE TITTERINGTTON
BILL CLEAVE
DALE REDDEN
JIM STRAM
GREG WAGNER
also
CONGRA TULA TIONS NEW ACTIVES

for 2 V* months in the summer

HURRY AND
RESERVE YOURS NOW
Office Hours 9-12 1-5 Mon.-Fri.
Evenings by appointment call 352-9135
We will be open
Sat. April 26th 10-3
Office at 400 Napoleon Road

RESUME TYPESETTING
1 or 2 pages Sis oo
Includes 70 Iree copies 352 3534.

Student Court is now accepting ap

Love, Your Roomie,

Marketing Club Officers Bob,
Terie, John, Michelle. Did a super
job in Chicago!
You're the
greatest! "Pass It On" Love, Barb

The Student Rec Center is sponsor
ing a free bicycle maintenance A
repair clinic, Wed April 30th, 7:30
p.m. in the Racquet Room. Bring
bfcvcta A tooltl

CAREN
A
PAULCONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
SAE LAVALIERING
LOVE
ALWAYS, STEPHANIE.

SCOTT ANDERSON
JACK THOMAS
DOUG KRAUSE
ADMISSION ONLY $2.00
Doors Open 8:00 P.M.

ABORTION
TOIL FREE

9 o.m. ■ 10 p.m.

1-800-43fl.«Mfl

IZZ<
FAST FREE DELIVERY
352-5166
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GONE FOR GOOD WE HOPE !
That's right—Lambda Chi
Alpha plans never to have another pledge. That doesn't mean
that we plan to close our doors
when all our current members
have graduated. We have been
very successful at adapting to
change throughout our history
and we don't plan to stop now.
Our purpose is (and always has
been) to guide young men toward
improvement as individuals
through involvement with others.
The day has past when we let
college administrators, similar organizations, and society tell us
that we must subject our new
members to a period called
pledgeship. An individual's time
is too important to be wasted
with a period of second-class citizenship when he is involved in an
organization with as much potential for human growth as Lambda
Chi Alpha fraternity.
AXA has long since rid itself of
the old-fashioned pledge training
and hazing syndrome of the '50's.
The days of janitorial apprenticeships, pledge-class cliques, dual
standards of conduct, pseudosocial status, and unearned pride
are hopefully gone forever. We
will admit our mistakes, but in
doing so, others must admit that
our growth and stability have
been unexcelled in the educational world.
No other collegiate organization
has ever amassed the millions of

members that the college fraternity system enjoys. The fact is that
our system is older than most
colleges and universities themselves. Along with negative connotations, we've obviously been
making some genuine contributions in order to grow at the rate
we've grown.
In addition to doing away with
the term pledge and his status in
general, we've developed a new
program for promoting the
growth of the individual. In this
program we've tried to stress the
traditional values of our fraternity: friendship, small-group living-learning atmosphere, a sense
of belonging, individual growth,
and worthwhile human experiences. We offer a comprehensive
orientation to our fraternity and
its programs, leadership development, a beautiful and inspiring
ritualistic experience, and a continuing human development program as a fraternity member.
Prior to the ritual, an individual
is known as an Associate Member.
This is the period of time when
his fraternity education is most
intensified. Instead of being isolated into a separate class, however, he is brought fully into the
realm of active membership—
attending chapter meetings, voting, committee membership, and
generally helping to run the
organization.
This program is designed to

overcome one of the major flaws
of the entire pledge concept. An
Associate Member is an individual
with God-given talents and aspirations. He is a product of his
former environment. We want to
help that man continue to grow
within his own framework. He will
not be exactly like his associates.
They will come from different
backgrounds, and be at different
levels of maturity and education.
Therefore, they cannot be herded
together as a pledge class.
The pledge program assumes
that every man's needs are the
same. Our new program gives
every man credit for what he is
while helping him grow as an
individual. Doing away with
pledges is only one of the changes
that has taken place at Lambda
Chi Alpha.
No matter what you've thought
about fraternities in the past, we
suggest that you talk to one of our
members about the value of our
fraternity today. Maybe you've got
some changes of your own you'd
like to make. If so, I promise you
we'll listen.
A representative of Lambda Chi Alpha
will be meeting with men interested in
this rare opportunity from Monday, April
28 - Saturday, May 3. Monday and Tuesday the representative will be at the
University Union in the Town Room. You
owe yourself a chance for a more rewarding college experience. Stop in and ask
about Lambda Chi Alpha.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA-the Fraternity of Honest Friendship
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sports
Golfers to host 16-team Falcon Invitational tourney
by Geoff Haynes
staff reporter

be fairly low because of the shape of
the course."
Bowling Green coach John Piper
worked with the Falcon Club to attract a high-caliber field and spruce
up the tourney for fans and participants.
A newly-erected scoreboard near
the club house will help the gallery
keep track of the field, while golfers in
the top three-somes will have leader
boards that note their scores near
them as they make their way around
the par-72, 6,447 yard course.
The field has been divided into two
divisions- a university and college
division. Participating in the university division will be BG, Central
Michigan, Cincinnati, Kent State, the
University of Michigan, Ohio State,
Ohio University, Toledo and Xavier.
THE COLLEGE division will in-

Falcon golfers will be attempting tc
defend their title when play begins today in the 11th annual Bowling Green
Falcon Invitational tournament on the
University course.
Eighteen holes will be played today
and tomorrow beginning at 11:30 a.m.
and 8:30 a.m.,respectively.The course
will be closed to the public today from
9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and tomorrow
from 8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
A tough 16-team field including Big
10 and Mid-American Conference
schools and small Ohio colleges will
be hoping to dethrone the Falcons.
"THE course is probably in the best
shape it's ever been in at this time of
year," course manager Bob Dudley
said. "I would look for the scores to

clude Wright State, Akron, Ashland,
Bluffton, Defiance, Denison and Ohio
Northern.
"I like to invite the Big 10 teams, but
also the best of the smaller schools,"
said Piper, who will be trying to win
the tournament for the fourth time.
Piper will be fielding a six-man
team that has used this tournament in
previous years as a turning point in
the season to improve play.
LAST YEAR the Falcons won the
tournament easily when their Orange
team's 736 bested second place Kent
State by 23 strokes. Bowling Green's
other team in the tournament finished
fourth with 763.
This year the Falcons will field one
team, using the five best scores
toward their team score.
Missing from last year's team will

be the individual winner of the tournament, Jeff Parsons, who won medalist
honors by firing a 70-69-139 as a senior.
Also missing from the lineup will be
sophomore Gary Battistoni. Last
year, Battistoni tied for fourth in the
Falcon Invitational and held the
fourth lowest average on the team for
the season.
THIS FALL, the East Aurora, N.Y.
native tied Wayne Smith for the
lowest season average at 75, but his
recent poor tournament finishes will
keep him out of the lineup for this
tournament.
"He'll be back a different guy next
week, he's going home to see his pro,"
Wayne Smith said of Battistoni. Smith
will join Gary Lust, Tim Lindemann
and John Spengler in the Falcon

lineup. All the men competed in the
match last year.
Lust and Smith finished tied for
sixth in last year's tournament, carding a two-round total of 150, while
Spengler shot a 156 and Lindemann a
158.
Also included in BG's lineup will be
Mike Dzienny, who is playing in his
first spring tournament and Alan
Chippindale, whose clutch eagle on
the last hole during this week's team
qualifying round earned him the spot.
"We're going to need a couple of
guys to shoot 70's," Smith said. "The
team is capable of it. There's not
much difference between the top and
bottom guys on the team."
THE FALCONS will face stiff competition in the tournament from Ohio

State, Michigan and Ohio University,
who are all believed to be in contention for a first-place finish.
Individually, last year's MAC individual champion, Tim Hirt, from
the University of Toledo is expected to
perform well. Last year, Hirt placed
second in the Falcon. Ohio U's brother
combination of Jeff and Jerry
Mawhorr will also be vying for
medalist honors, while the University
of Michigan's Steve Madalena and
John Morse will also be strong competitors in the tournament.
The tournament, organized with the
help of John Kretzchmar and other
Falcon Club members, will open to
the public free of charge. The action
takes place on the University Golf
Course on Poe Road.

Waiting game:
Wright ready to accept new challenge
every which way. I could see where
people would think I'm crazy. If someone saw me they would probably
say 'what in the hell is wrong with
that guy.'"
Wright estimates he has been contacted by 10 to 15 teams throughout
his senior year. Despite the interest,
he refrains from selecting a team
that he would like to play for.
"I'M NO Billy Sims," he said. "I
don't know where I'm going to be
playing. I think I would like to experience another part of the country.
I'm just knocking on wood and hoping something good is in store for
me."
He added through a wry smile,
"To be honest, I'd settle for a team
that pays well and is going to win the

by Bill Paul
Mike Wright is ready for another
challenge.

That's the way the Falcon senior
quarterback views Tuesday and
Wednesday's pro football draft
which is expected to produce one of
the most momentous phone calls the
elusive hurler will ever receive.
"That's what life is - a challenge and I would like to think that this is a
major step toward attaining a dream
that I've envisioned for a long time,"
said Wright, who was tabbed as one
of the top six quarterbacks in the
country by the Sporting News, one of
the nation's most respected sports
publications.
"When I was young I probably had
the typical dream," he continued. "I
wanted to become a professional
athlete. As I became involved in
sports I realized that the Lord gave
me something special and it was up
to me to make it happen. Now that
it's near I'd be lying if I said I wasn't
experiencing a lot of anxiety."
THE NERVOUSNESS, anxiety
and pressure are nothing new to the
BG field general, who assumed the
starting role after Mark Miller
rewrote the BG record book. Wright
finds himself at the threshold of a
dream and readily admits the situation is an emotion breeder.
However, he approaches the turbulence with a down-home, relaxed
attitude. If Wright is captured in a
pensive mood, it is screened by an
overflowing optimism and an infectious laugh that form an integral
part of his character.
"It isn't bad when I'm active or
surrounded by people," he explained. "I enjoy people and they largely
put me at ease, but I've had some
moments alone that are quite different. I wish I could say that I'm
just sitting back and not worrying
about it, but I've had times when I'm
biting my finger nails, crossing my
legs back and forth and fidgeting

He refered to the football team's
slogan "The Pride", obtained from
an old Isley Brothers song which
commented on social conditions and
inner strength. It's a philosophy that
shapes Wright's outlook on life.
"I think it's something that's inside
you," he explained. "It's that little
extra you have to come up with when
things are falling apart and you
think you've given everything you
can. I also like to compare it to getting hit at the three-yard line on
fourth down. When that happens,
there's no way I'm not going to hit
that goal line because I've got "The
Pride'. It's something that is very
applicable to life in general. It can
spur you to accomplish great
things."

"Losing here is something that I will never
be able to live with."
Super Bowl. As you can tell I'm not
overly choosy."
It doesn't take much, however, to
transform the mood from jovial kidding to immediate seriousness. Ask
Wright if he would be favorable of a
move from quarterback to defensive
back if the situation should arise.and
the response is direct and
unhesitating.
"I want to play quarterback - put
double emphasis on that," he said
with a cool soft-spoken brashness
that oozes confidence. "Next to that I
want to play football, period. But
there is no doubt in my mind that I
possess the capability to be an exceptional quarterback. It's my first
love and I've indicated that to the
scouts that have contacted me. I'm
not going to even attempt to fool
myself into thinking that I'm
capable of producing right now. But
the system is designed to allow you
time to develop, and I know I can.
I'm willing to work as hard as
anyone and then reach inside myself
and work harder yet"

DGSU GOLF
COURSE
Now open for ploy

• SPECIAL LOW MORNING RATES
STUDENT 9-2.50 18 3.00 *
OTHERS 9 - 3.50 - 18 5.00
$140.00

'thank you for allowing me to be a
part of something like this.'"
REMINISCING, however, is a
fleeting luxury for Wright. His life is
at the crossroads. He is to be wed in
June to University student and head
cheerleader Paula Whetsel, he soon
will be accepting another challenge
on the football field, and he is too
finely attuned to the future to spend
a great deal of time reflecting.
"I have a lot of dues to pay and a

MAY DAY FLOWER SALE
April 28 & 29
9-5:00 p.m.
University Hall 50* per flower
$3.50 a dozen
A different meaning for each color:
White-Thanks for being a friend
Yellow-Happy May Day
Pink-I love you

"My first goal is to make my marriage work. I look to the future and I
like to see my wife and family not
wanting for anything. I also want to
give something back to my parents,
Paula's parents and my friends and
home town. I received a lot of encouragement along the way and I'll
never forget it. A lot of people have
made me happy and that's
something I would like to return."

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Nationally Recognized Corp. Looking for responsible
hardworking college students
For full-time summer employment
—Earn up to '3,500.
—College internship programs available
—Cash Scholarship for qualified applicants
For interview Apply in Person April 29th at 140 2:40 - 3=40 Perry Room at Student Union

BEVERAGE
DRIVE-THRU
PEPSI
'1.39

• LESSONS.JU. DONAR. PRO.
UNIVERSITY CHARGE AND
MASTER CHARGE WELCOME.

OPEN MON-SAT
SUNDAY
7 A.M.-11 P.M.
9 A.M.-10P.M.
LOCATED AT SOUTH COLLEGE & NAPOLEAN

$75.00

lot of things to accomplish," he said.

»»»»»»»»

CAINS Chips '1.09
REG & MARCELLE 12 oz ^U/y^/^JJi
French Onion Dip Q OZ 59* ^35*

*STUDENTMEMDERSHIP
(FULL 1980 SEASON)

staff photo by Tim Westhoven

Mike Wright

REG-DIET UGHT 8-16 oz

• FACULTYMEMDERSHIP
(FULL 1980 SEASON)

IT DD) not take Wright long to
demonstrate the "great things" that
he could accomplish on the gridiron.
In his first game he set a school
single-game total offense record with
342 yards against Villanova.
His junior season ended with a BG
record for total offense in a season
(2,382 yards), a seventh place national finish in total offense (216.5
yards) and a second place national
finish in point production (146).
However, Wright does not seem
satisfied reflecting with on-the-field
exploits. The records and individual
accomplishments seem incapable of
erasing the scars produced by an era
of disappointment and mediocre
records.
"Losing here is something that I
will never be able to live with," he
said emotionally. "I hate - absolutely despise losing and nobody will
ever be able to look inside me and
see how badly I hurt because of it I
think everyone associated with the
team believed all the ingredients of a
champion were there and that just

makes it that much more
frustrating."
Ironically, Wright believes that
one of the most valuable lessons he
encountered was produced through
the very losing which he despised.
"I came from a high school
(Wellsville) where you didn't lose,"
he explained. "When the low
moments here occurred.it was difficult to handle. That is one reason I
will always have eternal respect for
Coach Stolz and his staff. He
demonstrated to me the class individual that he is. Regardless of
how bad things were going, he
treated you the same. I've learned
that my life is going to be filled with
ups and downs and if there happens
to be a hell of a lot more do wns.then I
know I have to remain the same person. I'm sure losing was tearing at
him as much,if not more than us .and
that is why I respect him. He showed
me how to handle myself with
class."
THERE WERE also some unforgetable emotional peaks. The
moments that make you feel like you
are a part of something special. One
of those instances occurred in the
Falcons 20-14 loss to Kentucky last
season. BG carried a 7-6 lead into the
lockerroom at halftime, which
created a scene Wright wili always
recall.
"It's something I will never
forget," he said. "We got into the
lockerroom and nobody sat down.
You could just feel the confidence
and the excitement. We knew we
were capable of beating a damn good
football team at a place where they
just didn't lose.
"Everyone just started jumping
up and down, cheering and chanting
'BGSU.' Every player, coach and
even trainer. This went on for 10
minutes. We couldn't wait to get
back on the field. We didn't even
want halftime. I remember looking
in my teammates eyes and sensing
the electricity and I just felt like
looking up to the sky and saying

!

S
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